effects
years before.Prior to that show, Vail had contacted Nordstrand
pickups to purchase a pickup for his Fender P5 bass and he
wanted to stop by and say hi. “That was awesome,” Carey
says, admittedly a bit star-struck, “definitely one of the highlights of my career so far.” “It was kind of like a full circle
validation,” Carey says. “At that moment I really felt like I’d
done something pretty cool.”TQ
www.nordstrandpickups.com

tonally, this is your pickup set. Sounds like a Tele, but you can
do a little more with it, successfully confirming that ‘vintage’ is not necessarily the only desirable alternative. Highly
recommended.

Sawmill Jr. Overdrive

Review

Here’s the description from the Nordstrand web site: These
are a vintage spec version of a traditional telecaster® pickup
set. they use era-correct wire, magnets, and dimensions. they
also utilize our programmed hand-wind pattern on our cnc
winder. As a result, they have a very warm and complex tone,
yet retain all the character that makes the originals so sought
after.
Sometimes it can
be difficult to
capture the essence of a pickup
in words, but
this isn’t the case
with Nordstrom’s
pickups. They
do indeed posses
a ‘vintage’ tone
in terms of purity, yet they seem to sound bigger, deeper and
more polyphonic than most vintage resproductions. You’ll
like them a lot. The string response on the bridge is absolutely
even and pristine across all 6 strings with sparkling treble,
deep mids and very solid and sonorous bass. It’s a bridge Tele
to be sure, but it is not all high end treble and spank. In this
regard we would describe it as a ‘modern vintage’ since the
old pickups do not display quite the bandwidth and sweep of
Nordstrom’s Tele pickup. Like we said, you’ll like it a lot.
The neck pickup
is also very
usable, with no
woofy tones on
the wound strings.
This pickup
sounds very
solid and pure
with excellent
treble definition on the plain strings and a silky smooth bass
response on the wound strings that doesn’t fart out or sound
murky in the least. Excellent – decidedly different from many
‘vintage’ sets, and more usable and versatile as a result. If you
play a Tele and wish you could cover just a little more ground

Here’s another stellar
effect froom Georgian Charlie Luke
described as follows:
A patented design,
the Sawmill Jr. is
a medium-light
overdrive designed to
react like your tube
amp, delivering extreme dynamics with
an internal +/- 15V
power supply allowing for super high headroom. The Sawmill Jr. is Mosfet based,
containing both internal bias for the locating the Mosfet’s
“Sweet Spot” and circuitry for cancelling non-musical intermods. Clean boost, soft breakup, or full on overdrive based on
your settings for Drive and Volume.
This pedal is the embodiment of what clarity in an overdrive
should be, and responds to the players pick attack allowing for a wide tonal range and touch sensitivity. Whether
you’re playing a Strat, Tele, Les Paul or switching between
humbuckers or single coils, we are confident that this pedal
will allow you to achieve stunningly pristine drive tones with
minimal, if any adjustments. Do your rig a favor and pick up
a Saw Mill Jr. today!
Features:
Drive Control – Sets level into the overdrive circuitry
Tone Control – Variable Lowpass filter, post distortion
Bass Cut Switch – Switchable highpass filter, pre-distortion
Volume Control – Controls the output volume, post distortion.
True Bypass
Constructed from premium components
Powder coated steel case
Internal switching power for internal +/-15V supply for maximum headroom
We’re betting that Sawmill founder Charlie Luke may be the
only graduate of Georgia Tech with an engineering degree
building pedals. Not that you neeed a degree from Tech,
but we do feel a whiff of pride knowing that he is a trained
-continued-
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swag
Georgia boy and tone
freak. The Sawmill Jr.
appeals to us as an almost
clean boost (it can get a
little dirtier than that) with
outstanding rich fidelity. While there is a tone
control for tweaking, this
pedal doesn not alter or
adulterate the natural tone
of your pickups and amp.
We played a new Custom
Shop Rich Robinson
Signature 335 through our
‘72 Princeton Reverb and
the Sawmill added just
the right amount of overdriven tone that put the Princeton in
Fender/Marshall territory perfectly with more overdrive than
a stock Fender amp, yet with the rich fidelity of a Fender and
the sustain of a Marshall. Perfect! Controls include Drive,
Tone, Volume and a Bass Cut toggle that is very handy with
different guitars. The beauty of this pedal is that it delivers
a classic overdriven tone yet with unadulterated fidelity that
doesn’t affect the natural tone of your guitar and amp. We love
the Sawmill Jr. and its totally unique sound. You will too. It’s
a totally ‘go to’ sound that works beautifully with all types of
guitars and amps. We give it our highest recommendation for
tone and value.TQ

Rock the Holidays

with Toneful Gifts from ToneQuest!
You know you
want it… you
know you need
it… In celebration of the
holidays and
our 14th year of
publication you
can now acquire the complete ToneQuest
Archives on CD
for just $219.00 shipped. You will receive every
issue of TQR spanning November 1999-November 2014 in PDF format, keyword searchable for

easy reference with a complete Back Issue Index
in MS Word. Save these files to your PC or tablet
for access to every review article and interview.
Order now online at www.tonequest.com using
the coupon code TQXCD at checkout or by phone
at 1-877-MAX-TONE (629-8663). Offer expires
January 1, 2014, so don’t delay! Please place gift
orders by December 15, 2013 for holiday delivery.

ToneQuest Straps –

Still the Best

We have placed a new order for our premium ToneQuest signature straps from Longhollow Leather
in Franklin, TN in black or brown German leather,
on sale now for $51.00 shipped via Priority Mail.
Order yours now at www.tonequest

Pyramid Strings –
In Stock!

Give yourself the gift of tone with Pyramid premium pure nickel strings handmade in Germany.
They feel better, sound better and last longer. Available now at www.tonquest.com!
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